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1. Motivation

Most existing methods are patch or trajectory-based,

which either lack semantic understanding of scenes or

didn’t perform well in crowded scenes. So we proposes a

novel and effective algorithm by incorporating object

detection and tracking with full utilization of spatial and

temporal information.
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2. Dynamic Image Object Detection

 

𝐻 = 𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑆 = 𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤

𝐼 = 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed algorithm.

Motion: We use motion energy 𝐸𝑚 to reflect the

speed of object motion to detect velocity anomalies.
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where 𝑁 is the number of pixels of an object, 𝑣𝑖 is

the magnitude of optical flow at each pixel.

Besides, a new effective and scale-insensitive feature

called histogram variance of optical flow angle

(HVOFA) is also developed to detect rigid objects

like cars in the crowds, which counts the frequency

of different directions just by angles of optical flow.
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where 𝐵 is the number of directions in HOFA, 𝑓𝑖 is

the number of pixels of a direction.  𝑓 = 𝑁/𝐵.

Only when all pixels follow the same direction, the

inequality gets to be equal. The higher is the HVOFA,

the more rigid is the object.

4. Post-processing with Tracking
In video anomaly detection, distant objects are too

small to be detected, so we use tracking to pick up

missing targets.

6. Experiments

ROC curve: The first, second row: Ped1, Ped2; The first, second column: Frame ,pixel level

5. Our New Dataset: USVD

http://www.ubicom.ustc.edu.cn/source/

3. Detect Anomaly
Appearance: As a by-product of object detection, we

can obtain the object categories and the corresponding

confidence scores. We check whether each detected

object belongs to normal classes. If not and the

confidence score is beyond 0.9, it will be regarded as

anomaly.

Location: To deal with location anomaly like walking on

the grass, a background model is firstly established with

principle component analysis which considers

background and foreground as a low-rank matrix and a

sparse error matrix respectively.
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